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Abstract: Practical E-Guidebook is a facility for practicum activities that contains digital-based instructions and information so that students can carry out practicum activities independently. The aim of this research is to analyze the need for practical science e-guidebooks for UIN Sunan Kalijaga students. This research uses the ADDIE (Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, Evaluation) development research model in the analysis stage. The data collection techniques used in this research were interviews and questionnaires to determine the analysis of students' needs for the Practical E-Guidebook. The aspects analyzed in this research are analysis of independent practicum activities for elementary science learning, analysis of tools and materials in the laboratory in independent practicum activities for elementary science learning, analysis of media availability in independent practicum activities for elementary science learning, analysis of the benefits of the Practical E-Guidebook for science in practicum activities in elementary School Science Learning, analysis of the need for innovation in science practicum learning media. This research found that there was an average percentage of 82% with the majority of students stating that the Practical Science E-Guidebook needed to be developed so that the implementation of independent practical activities for students in elementary science learning courses could run in a structured manner and the preparation of reports could be well structured.
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Introduction

Science learning is learning about knowledge that occurs due to a continuous, systematic, structured, objective, and rational process of observing natural phenomena and objects of a general nature in the form of a collection of results of classification, measurement, hypothesis, observation, time, data interpretation and experiments. using scientific methods with results in the form of facts, theories, principles, laws, concepts, and factors that explain natural phenomena (Jamaluddin et al., 2019; Sulthon, 2017). The science learning process is not only cognitive but includes processes, products, attitudes, and applications that must be carried out as a whole (Abdjul et al., 2022; Wahyuni, 2015). According to Mutvei and Mattsson (2015), science learning requires skills in searching for evidence and linking it to concepts. So to master science learning it is not enough to just listen or study through books or journals but is supported by learning activities that involve a process that produces products (Cavus & Alhih, 2014). One way is as stated by (Becker et al., 2019) namely by providing a direct experience of the learning process or what can be called practicum activities. Practical activities that train students in scientific processes and scientific attitudes (Subiantoro, 2016).

The scientific process is a skill for solving research problems in the form of scientific experiments such as identifying and defining variables, collecting and manipulating data (Juhji & Nuangchalerm, 2020). In
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addition, Kruea-In et al. (2015) stated that the scientific process has skills, namely manipulating materials, formulating hypotheses, designing investigations, drawing conclusions, and generalizations. Meanwhile, a scientific attitude consists of components of curiosity, respect for evidence and facts, critical thinking, perseverance, objectivity, creativity, honesty, and tolerance (Restami et al., 2013; Saputri et al., 2022). Practicum is also useful for training students’ cognitive, affective, and psychomotor skills (Urip & Edy Mulyono, 2020). In the aspect of cognitive skills, that is interpreting theories that have been understood and developing them. In the aspect of affective skills, namely planning independent learning and learning to work together. In the psychomotor aspect, namely learning to install and use tools and materials in the practicum (Mustika & Hasby, 2022). Ioannidou et al. (2022) and Turiman et al. (2012) also explained the objectives of the science learning practicum, namely increasing understanding of scientific concepts, increasing interest and motivation, improving practical scientific attitudes regarding skills and abilities in solving problems, scientific thinking habits, and understanding of the nature of science.

Based on the results of interviews conducted with PGMI UIN Sunan Kalijaga Elementary School Science Learning lecturers, information was obtained that practicum activities are activities that support elementary school science learning. This practicum activity was carried out independently due to several reasons, namely limited tools, materials, and space because the PGMI laboratory was in the process of being repaired and time constraints because students were carrying out PPL activities at school. This independent practicum is carried out by making full use of the internet using tools, materials, and practicum guides, the results of which are in the form of practicum videos and practicum results reports. However, with this method, the implementation of practicums and the preparation of practicum reports are not well structured so lecturers experience problems in assessing the process, attitudes, and products of practicum activities. In carrying out practical science learning, students need laboratory equipment. For example, in the photosynthesis practicum that occurs in plants, students need a microscope, thermometer, beaker, glass funnel, measuring cup, etc. Apart from that, this independent practicum activity also requires a practicum design that can be carried out easily is integrated with technology, and can be used anywhere.

The solution that can be suggested to overcome this problem is to simplify the design of practical activities in terms of tools and materials as well as practical guidebooks that support the use of technology. One alternative is a technology-based practicum guidebook.

According to Field (Chiew et al., 2019; Hasbiyati et al., 2022), e-books are a combination of images, videos, and sounds designed through software editing so that interaction occurs between the book and students. This interaction will help students understand the concept of knowledge. (Kausalamika & Weerakoon, 2020) stated that e-books have a more efficient effect than printed books in increasing students' interest in learning. Apart from that, e-books can increase the effectiveness of learning carried out independently (Sun & Pan, 2021). Salleh & Yamat, (2021) state that e-books offer a variety of learning situations so that they can (Phadung & Dueramae, 2018) increase independent learning and provide interaction experiences between students and the media, besides improving students' logical thinking and integration abilities and allowing students to learn using his five senses. (Phadung & Dueramae, 2018; Septiana et al., 2023) show that e-books are an animated medium that allows students to understand abstract concepts. This e-book is a learning media phenomenon that is easily accessible to students to understand concepts or phenomena that will facilitate and improve investigative abilities (Lin et al., 2017; Susanti et al., 2021).

Based on this, so that the practicum runs in accordance with the practicum objectives and practicum concepts that support independent practicum activities, students need to be supported with a Science Practicum E-Guidebook. The Science Practicum E-Guidebook is a guide to practicum activities as well as a guide to preparing the results of digital-based practicum activities. The design of the Practical Science E-Guidebook takes into account several things such as the availability of tools and materials as well as ease of use independently and ease of use anywhere. So, it is necessary to conduct needs analysis research to determine the need for developing a Practical Science E-Guidebook for UIN Sunan Kalijaga students.

Method

This research uses the research and development (R&D) method which is a systematic study of analyzing, designing, developing, and evaluating instructional programs, processes, and products (Gustini et al., 2023; Nabayra, 2023). The research and development (R&D) model used is ADDIE (Analyze, Design, Development, Implementation, and Evaluation) (Spatioti et al., 2022) at the analysis stage. The goal of the Analyze stage is to identify and analyze performance gaps. The Analyze stage according to (Branch, 2009) Validate the performance gap, Determine instructional goals, Analyze learners, Audit available resources, Recommendations for potential delivery systems.
(recommend potential delivery), and Develop a project management plan (compose a project management plan). The following is the ADDIE research flow in the Analyze stage.

The data collection techniques used in this research were questionnaires and interviews. The interview technique used in this research was a structured interview with an open approach. Interviews were conducted with semester 6 lecturers in the Elementary Science Learning course at PGMI UIN Sunan Kalijaga. Meanwhile, the questionnaire in this study used a closed questionnaire, namely statements or questions for which alternative answers were provided (Sugiyono, 2019). This questionnaire was given to 30 6th-semester students who took the Elementary Science Learning course at PGMI UIN Sunan Kalijaga. The indicators analyzed in this research are analysis of independent practicum activities for elementary science learning, analysis of tools and materials in the laboratory in independent practicum activities for elementary science learning, analysis of media availability in independent practicum activities for elementary science learning, analysis of the benefits of the Practical E-Guidebook for science in practicum activities independent Elementary School Science Learning, analysis of the need for innovation in science practicum learning media. Data analysis was carried out using qualitative and quantitative analysis techniques. Qualitative data was obtained from interviews conducted with lecturers. Quantitative data was obtained from a student needs questionnaire using the Linkert scale. The Linkert scale is used to measure attitudes, perceptions, and opinions in a group or individual about the design or product to be developed (Maryuliana et al., 2016; Sugiyono, 2019). The Linkert scale used in this research is scale one stating strongly disagree, scale two stating disagree, scale three stating agree, scale four stating strongly agree. The data description is presented in the form of an average percentage which is interpreted based on the average percentage category in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 – 1,9</td>
<td>Not needed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 – 25,9</td>
<td>A small number require it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 – 49,9</td>
<td>Less than half need it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>Half of them need it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,1 – 75,9</td>
<td>More than half need it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76 – 75,9</td>
<td>Most need it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>Everyone need it</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Wati et al., 2020).

Findings and Discussion

ADDIE research is development research that can be carried out on developing learning models, learning media, learning methods, teaching materials and learning approaches (Gustini et al., 2023; Puspasari, 2019). This research uses ADDIE research at the Analysis stage. The stages of ADDIE research on analysis are validating the performance gap, determining instructional goals, analyzing students, auditing available resources, recommending potential delivery systems, develop a project management plan (Branch, 2009).

Analysis of the need for practical science e-guidebook products for PGMI UIN Sunan Kalijaga students was carried out in accordance with the Analyze stage procedures for research methods and development of the ADDIE model. Needs analysis is an initial study carried out to determine whether the results of media development will be optimally beneficial for individuals who need it or not (Nasrulloh & Ismail, 2017). So the aim of this research is to identify things that students or lecturers need in learning science in independent practicum activities. This needs analysis was obtained based on information from questionnaires or FGD (Focus Group Discussion) between lecturers and students.
The information obtained contains learning, learning media used, validity aspects, learning tools and materials, learning strategies, learning models, and student characteristics (Islamiyati et al., 2021; Yulia et al., 2023).

**Validate the Performance Gap**

The Validate the Performance Gap procedure functions to find problems in the field through a questionnaire. The questionnaire given to 6th-semester students of PGMI UIN Sunan Kalijaga showed results (Table 2).

**Table 2. Student Responses regarding Independent Practicum Activities for Elementary School Science Learning**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Independent practical activities are carried out to verify the correctness of the concepts and theories that have been previously presented in lectures | SS 26  
S 63  
TS 11  
STS 0 |
| This independent practicum activity trains real problem-solving strategies in everyday life | SS 29  
S 71  
TS 0  
STS 0 |
| Independent practicum activities begin by providing problems related to the environment and daily life and solutions through independent practicum activities | SS 37  
S 61  
TS 2  
STS 0 |
| Practical activities begin with students searching for practical procedures independently | SS 29  
S 69  
TS 2  
STS 0 |
| Independent practical activities begin with students looking for tools and materials that are in accordance with the practical procedures they are looking for independently | SS 33  
S 63  
TS 4  
STS 0 |

Based on Table 2, there are aspects of implementing practical activities, namely that 26% of students strongly agree, 63% agree, and 11% disagree that independent practical activities are carried out to verify the correctness of concepts and theories that have been previously presented in lectures; there are 29% of students strongly agree, 71% of students agree, that this independent practicum activity trains real problem-solving strategies in everyday life; there are 37% of students strongly agree, 61% of students agree, and 2% of students disagree that independent practicum activities begin by providing problems related to the environment and daily life and solutions through independent practicum activities; there are 29% of students strongly agree, 69% agree, and 2% of students disagree that practicum activities begin with students looking for practicum procedures independently; 33% of students strongly agree, 67% agree, and 0% disagree that independent practicum activities begin with students looking for tools and materials that are in accordance with the practical procedures they are looking for independently.

**Table 3. Student Responses to Tools and Materials in the Laboratory in Independent Practicum Activities for Elementary School Science Learning**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Generally, practicum cannot be carried out because it requires a laboratory | SS 33  
S 67  
TS 0  
STS 0 |
| The science learning practicum is carried out independently so that tools and materials are sought independently | SS 25  
S 75  
TS 0  
STS 0 |

Based on student responses regarding tools and materials in the laboratory in the Elementary School Science Learning Independent Practicum Activities, Table 2 shows that 33% of students strongly agree, 67% of students agree that in general practicum cannot be carried out because it requires a laboratory and 25% of students strongly agree and 75% agreed that the science learning practicum was carried out independently so that tools and materials were sought independently. Based on these results, a percentage of 81% was obtained so that the 2 statements received the strongly agree category.
Table 4. Student Responses to Media Availability in Independent Practicum Activities for Elementary School Science Learning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>TS</th>
<th>Rating STS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The implementation of science learning practicum activities is less structured because there is no practicum manual</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The implementation of science learning practicum is difficult to understand because the learning media does not support it</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the aspect of media availability in Elementary Science Learning Independent Practicum Activities (table 3), 25% of students strongly agree, 73% agree, and 2% of students disagree that the implementation of science learning practicum activities is less structured because there is no practicum manual; There are 22% of students strongly agree, 74% of students agree, and 4% of students disagree that the implementation of science learning practicum is difficult to understand because the learning media does not support it. Based on these results, a percentage of 79% was obtained so that these 2 statements received the strongly agree category. So, it can be concluded that there is no practicum manual and the learning media for practicum activities does not support it so practicum activities are less structured.

**Determine instructional goals**

This procedure functions to describe the objectives of developing learning media as a solution to problems that have been found in the field. This objective was determined through a questionnaire addressed to students with the results described in Table 5.

Table 5. Benefits of Practical Science E-Guidebooks in Elementary School Science Learning Independent Practicum Activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>TS</th>
<th>Rating STS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Practical Science E-Guidebook can improve students’ understanding and mastery of science concepts</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical Science E-Guidebook helps students understand the process of independent practical activities</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical Science E-Guidebook helps students in compiling practical activity reports</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on this table, it can be seen that there are 30% of students strongly agree with the benefits of the Science Practical E-Guidebook, 62% agree, and 8% of students disagree, that the Science Practical E-Guidebook can increase understanding and mastery of science concepts. In understanding the concept, 39% of students strongly agreed, and 61% agreed that the Science Practical E-Guidebook could help students understand the process of independent practical activities.

Then in preparing the report results, there were (16%) of students strongly agreed, 80% agreed, and 4% disagreed that the Science Practical E-Guidebook helped students in compiling the results of practical activity reports. So, an average percentage of 88% was obtained so that the category of strongly agreeing was that the Practical Science E-Guidebook in independent elementary science learning practicum activities provided good benefits for students.

Table 6. The need for innovation in science practicum learning media

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>TS</th>
<th>Rating STS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Science Practical E-Guidebook is designed digitally to make it easier to use for independent practical activities</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical Science E-Guidebook with digital design is more attractive for independent practical activities</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Practical Science E-Guidebook is needed as a practical guide for Elementary School Science Learning</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In student responses regarding the need for innovation in science practicum learning media, the results showed that 37% strongly agreed, 59% agreed, and 4% disagreed that the Science Practical E-Guidebook was designed digitally to make it easier to use for independent practicum activities; 36% of students strongly agreed, 64% agreed that the Practical Science E-Guidebook with digital design was more
attractive for independent practical activities; There are 37% of students strongly agree, 61% agree, and 2% disagree that a Practical E-Guidebook for Science is needed as a practical guide for Elementary School Science Learning. Based on these results, a percentage of 82% was obtained so that the 3 statements received the strongly agree category.

Based on the results of the questionnaire analysis, it was found that the objectives of the Practical E-Guidebook in Science for PGMI UIN Sunan Kalijaga students are: 1) Practical E-Guidebook in Science can make it easier for students to carry out independent practicum activities, 2) Practical E-Guidebook in Science with a digital-based design can attract students in independent practicum activities, 3) Practical E-Guidebook Science can improve students' understanding and mastery of science concepts, 4) Practical E-Guidebook Science helps students understand the process of independent practicum activities, 5) Practical E-Guidebook Science helps students in compiling results practical activity report.

Analyse Learner
At the Analyse Learner stage, research carries out a needs analysis procedure to determine initial knowledge, learning experience, number of students, location of students, general and specific characteristics such as skills that aim at success in learning. At this stage, the researchers got the results, that is, the study sample was 30 sixth-semester students, most of whom were from Yogyakarta province. Students have devices that support learning such as tabs, smartphones, and laptops. So, students who take elementary science learning courses in independent practicum activities and with digital-based practicum media, namely the Practical E-Guidebook, have fulfilled the initial requirements. Apart from that, students in the 6th semester receive elementary science learning courses which previously received basic science and advanced science courses so that the initial competencies possessed by students are considered to have met the requirements for elementary science learning courses which include independent practicum activities.

Audit Available Resource
This stage is a stage that functions to recognize the readiness of teaching materials or learning resources to support the learning activities found in the previous stage. The teaching materials or teaching resources used to support practical activities carried out independently in elementary science learning are learning videos, PPTs, and papers that have been prepared by students and reference books such as Teaching Science Through Discover (6th Ed) by Carin and Sund, Principles of Instructional Design by Gagne and Briggs, Methods Toward a Science of Behavior and Experience by Ray, and Elementary Science Learning by Samatowa.

Recommend Potential Delivery Systems
The Recommend Potential Delivery Systems stage is a stage that functions to describe a solution that can be implemented in developing teaching materials that can be implemented related to the problem. At this stage, a conclusion will be drawn about the type of teaching materials that will be developed. Based on the stages that have been carried out, it can be concluded that the practical manual that will be developed should be digital-based so that it can be used by students independently. So the practicum guide developed in this research is the Science Practical E-Guidebook, which is a digital-based guidebook equipped with practicum procedures, practicum steps, practicum procedure videos, and procedures for writing practicum report results.

Compose A Project Management Plan
The Compose a Project Management Plan stage is the stage for designing stages for developing the Science Practical E-Guidebook. The stages that will be carried out in developing the Practical E-Guidebook Science media are: 1) collecting elementary science learning materials, 2) designing tools and materials and practical steps, 3) compiling practical materials, 4) designing practical activity steps in each material, 5) insert video procedures or practical steps into the Science Practical E-Guidebook, 6) create materials for preparing practical report results.

Based on the results of development research in analyzing the need for Practical Science E-Guidebooks for PGMI UIN Sunan Kalijaga students, it can be seen that this research involved lecturers and 6th semester students. These 6th semester students received elementary science learning courses which included practical activities. The practicum activities carried out by semester 6 students were carried out independently due to several reasons, namely the students' limited time, because they were implementing the PPL program at school and the laboratory owned by PGMI UIN Sunan Kalijaga was in the process of being repaired. Therefore, students are instructed to prepare practical tools and materials. Apart from that, students also look for practical steps and procedures independently. The solution to support independent practicum implementation activities in Science Practicum Learning is by creating an innovative method for developing digital-based practicum instructions called the Science Practical E-Guidebook.
In research conducted by Nuralisa et al. (2023) found that learning with a digital-based approach can improve learning styles and increase the learning experience that will be obtained. Based on this research, it can be proven that digital-based media can increase learning experiences and improve learning so that it can support independent practicum activities carried out by students. Apart from that, research on the development of e-book media for practicum instructions conducted by Mawarni & Muhtadi (2017) showed that students could be successful in producing a product through understanding and applying concepts. The results of this research can illustrate that e-books can be used as learning media and guidelines for carrying out a procedure. So that it can strengthen this development research that the Practical E-Guidebook for Science can function as a guide in implementing independent elementary science learning practicum activities well.

Other research was also carried out by Martha, Z.D., Eka, P.A., Yerry (2018) which showed that e-books can help students study outdoors without time limits and can be done via smartphone. This can support the development of the Science Practical E-Guidebook for students who carry out practical activities independently so that this media can make things easier for students because the Science Practical E-Guidebook can be used anywhere and at any time. Likewise in research conducted by Aswin et al. (2018) regarding research on e-book development in Ecology courses in local potential research. In this research, the results showed that the material contained in e-books can be contextual and local things that will support students in activities in authentic Ecology learning courses. So that research into the development of the Practical Science E-Guidebook can take the form of things that are contextual based on the surrounding environment, such as using tools and materials that are local and easy to find in the surrounding environment.

Based on this, the Practical Science E-Guidebook is expected to help and make it easier for students to carry out elementary school science learning practicum activities. So that 6th semester students of PGMI UIN Sunan Kalijaga can carry out independent practicum activities well and in a structured manner.

Conclusion

The results of development research using the ADDIE method in the Analyze stage regarding the analysis of needs for developing a Practical E-Guidebook in Science for UIN Sunan Kalijaga students can be concluded that there is an average percentage of 82% of students who state that the Practical E-Guidebook in Science needs to be developed in order to carry out independent practical activities for students in elementary science learning courses, it can run in a structured manner and the preparation of reports can be well structured.
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